
Builders and Patriots 2:  A History of Calgary’s Chinatown Photo Exhibit was a collaborative project between the Sien 
Lok Society of Calgary and members of the Calgary community at large, who contributed images and recollections 
about Chinatown’s history.  It is undoubtedly a project that has been created by the community, for the community.  
These extraordinary contributions make the exhibit truly unique, and the spirit of their participation, along with the 
very committed volunteers who worked tirelessly to create it also reflects the essence which has kept Chinatown alive 
to witness its 100th Anniversary in 2010.
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The first Chinatown was formed in Calgary in the early 1890’s following the completion of the Trans Canada railway. It was located at the corner of Centre Street South and Ninth Avenue East and by 1890 
contained two groceries, a laundry, two restaurants, and a rooming-house. However, it was soon too small and second one was established at Tenth Avenue and First Street SW. By 1910, it contained twelve 
businesses and the Chinese Mission, the precursor to the Chinese United Church. The pending arrival of the Canadian Northern Railway pushed up land prices forcing Chinese Canadian residents to vacate; 
however; by then they were in a position to buy rather than rent property. Thus, in 1910 several Chinese merchants pooled their capital to purchase land at the corner of Centre Street and Second Avenue SE and 
build the two-storey brick structure, the Canton Block, that still stands.

This building would be Chinatown’s anchor for the next eighty years but not without overcoming opposition. Alderman James Short petitioned city commissioners on behalf of local property owners to prohibit 
Chinese Canadians from establishing themselves there, on the argument that their presence would drive down property values. There was, however, support for the new owners within the broader community 
and their project was allowed to proceed. 

The size and wealth of the Chinese Canadian community attracted a visit in April 1911 by Sun Yat Sen, seeking support for the overthrow of what would be China`s last dynasty. Calgary’s Chinatown also stood 
as bulwark supporting Chinese Canadians as their population declined following the implementation of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1923 and when they were denied equal government support during the Great 
Depression .

The 1960’s were a turning point for Calgary`s Chinatown. The Chinese Exclusion Act had been abolished in 1947 allowing Chinese Canadians to be reunited with their families. Then in 1967, all restrictions on 
immigration to Canada were eliminated. The recovery of normal family life and the arrival of skilled immigrants created greater purpose for Calgary`s Chinatown. However, this still needed to be communicated to 
the broader community, especially the various levels of government. 

During this time, Chinatowns across Canada were being targeted for replacement in urban renewal projects and it was proposed that a freeway be built through Calgary’s Chinatown. Consequently, the Sien Lok 
Society of Calgary organized the National Conference on Urban Renewal As It Affects Chinatown in 1969 to discuss projects threatening Chinatowns across Canada. This conference led to preservation of these 
Chinatowns, including Calgary’s, and preceded a series of measures that would revitalize it. For example, city government officially designated boundaries for Calgary`s Chinatown, from the riverbank to north 
side of 4th Avenue SW and from 2nd Street SE to 2nd Street SW in 1974.

In 1976 the Chinatown Development Task Force was established to provide more housing facilities. In quick succession, Oi Kwan Place, a seniors’ residence; Bowside Manor, a nonprofit housing project; and a 
building owned by the Mah Society were completed or began construction. In 1983 a compromise between the Chinese Canadian community and corporate interests led to permitting greater building density 
on the edges of Chinatown in exchange for property and funds for the construction of a cultural centre. The Wai Kwan Manor, a senior citizens’ residence, opened in 1985, and that same year there were ninety-
three businesses in Chinatown. 

The Calgary Chinese Cultural Centre, after ten years of planning, fund-raising, and construction, was opened in 1992. Modeled after the Hall of Prayer in the Temple of Heaven (Tiantan) in Beijing, it is one of the 
largest Chinese cultural centres in Canada. 

In spite of its revitalization since the 1960s, Calgarys Chinatown continues to face challenges. Businesses have moved to outlying areas to meet the needs of the increasing number of Chinese Canadians living 
there. This has drawn clients away from businesses in Chinatown thereby undermining their viability. This, combined with the high-density development in areas surrounding Chinatown, has led to pressure to 
rezone Chinatown for high rise office buildings, which would probably change the area completely. Another challenge for Calgary`s Chinatown is the age and poverty of its residents. More than 50 percent are 
seniors and they have the lowest median household income in the city. 

The response to these challenges seems to reflect a lack of unity among Calgary`s Chinese Canadians as social organizations work hard to provide extensive services for the mostly elderly residents and others 
from across the city while properties lay undeveloped as owners probably await better commercial opportunities. However, the reality underneath this impression may, in fact, be a careful balancing of the various 
interests involved. 

There are many aspects of Calgary’s Chinatown that are not easily transferred to other locations. There is the Cultural Centre with all its activities, the Chinese elderly who reside or socialize there, the language 
classes, the clan halls, the temples, the public school groups that tour the facilities, the diversity, the tourist attraction, and so on. Even more important is the symbolic value of the Chinese Canadian ability to 
provide for themselves in the face of adversity. The value of these aspects has neatly coincided with the local governments desire to create more diversity in the downtown area, particularly the presence of 
residents and pedestrians.  

Given the underlying value of preserving Chinatown, leaders in the community have sought a balance between preservation and development, keeping in mind the presence of the elderly, as well as young 
Chinese Canadian’s attraction to a more lively environment. Social groups have implemented programs and lobbied for a greater police presence in order to create a safer environment. Merchants have promoted 
their services to the workers in the surrounding office towers. Academics have reminded us of Chinatown’s role as a gateway for new immigrants—of which the Chinese are a major component—to transition 
into mainstream society and for non-Chinese Canadians to interact with the community. Perhaps most importantly, is the overall reminder of the fundamental values that have led to the success of this ethnic 
community. Chinese Canadians have built upon a collective effort of their community to overcome many obstacles and achieve what they have today. It is unlikely that Calgary’s Chinese Canadians would forsake 
the most obvious symbol of this effort and the inspiration that follows from it. 

By Dr. Lloyd Sciban, Assistant Professor,  

Department of Communication and Culture, University of Calgary

Calgary’s Chinatown



Canton Block, 200 – 218 Centre Street S, 1986.

The Canton block is the first building that was constructed and owned by a group of Chinese 
men in 1910, to mark the third and current location of Calgary’s Chinatown.  The first 
Chinatown was established around 1890 on the corner of Centre Street S and 9th Avenue 
E, but by 1901, the Chinese population had significantly increased.  Further expansion for a 
larger Chinatown to meet their demands for goods and services was restricted, as adjacent 
lands were not available.  Naturally, a second Chinatown emerged around the first Chinese 
Mission that was built by Thomas Underwood along 10th Avenue and 1st Street SW.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

North section of the Canton Block, 200 – 206 Centre Street S, 1986.

The second Chinatown was forced to relocate again in 1910 when the Canadian Northern 
Railway included the construction of a hotel on the corner of 10th Avenue and 1st Street SW 
as part of the plan for a proposed route into the city.  As a result, property values drastically 
increased, and the non-Chinese owners seized the opportunity to sell.  It was then that the 
group of Chinese men decided to purchase their own property, and finance the construction 
of the Canton Block.  Developed in three sections from 1910 – 1911, it is believed that the most  
northern part was first built by the Chinese.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

Middle section of the Canton Block, 204A – 210 Centre Street S, 1986.

According to the City of Calgary’s Building and Permit Registers, the building permit for the 
Canton Block was issued on October 1, 1910, with the owner listed as “Chinatown”, the 
class of building being “Stores and Apartments”.  The architect was J.B. Henderson, a  
prominent member of the Chinese Mission, while the builders were McDougall and 
Forester.  The estimated cost of the building was $17,000.00.  Over the years the Canton 
Block offered space for commercial, residential and social use, and continues to do so 
today, after a hundred years. 
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

New China Restaurant, 2nd Floor of the Canton Block, circa 1960s.

The New China restaurant was purchased by C.H. Poon in 1945.  This was one of Mr. Poon’s 
successful and popular eateries in Calgary’s Chinatown.
Photo Credit:  Glenbow Archives NA-2645-52
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Linda Mae’s Coffee Shop and Lotus Gardens Restaurant, 1972

Constructed in 1949, the building was owned by C.H. Poon, and he operated the Linda 
Mae’s Coffee Shop and Lotus Gardens Restaurant within.  Linda Mae’s was named after his 
daughter, and it became a mainstay in the Chinese Community during its time, where the 
young and old gathered for camaraderie, coffee and good Chinese or Western style food.  
Photo Credit:  The City of Calgary, Corporate Records, Archives.  Joseph Lewko fonds.

Shopping Centre, 300 Block, 303 Centre Street S, 1988.

This building housed the Calgary Chinese Elderly Citizens Association and various retail 
businesses were replaced by City Plaza in the early 1990’s.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

Centre Street South

310, 310A and 312, Centre Street S, 1972.

The soon-to-be opened Merchant Drugs store (310) in this photo was owned by business  
partners John Quan, Ken Fung, Wing Lew and Jack Kheong.  Shortly after, the name was 
changed to Centre Drugs, when Ken Fung left the business partnership.  Next to it, King’s  
Barbershop (310A) was owned be King Wong.  The Home Confectionery store next door 
(312) was owned by the DoFoo family, and Paul DoFoo operated it until 1983.
Photo Credit:  The City of Calgary, Corporate Records, Archives.  Joseph Lewko fonds.

Hing Wah Imports Store, 312 Centre St. S, 1988.

During the 1970s, Hing Wah Imports was originally located in the Canton Block at 206A 
Centre Street S, and was owned and operated by Norman Ko.  It later moved to 310 Centre 
Street S, and also occupied 312 Centre Street S as well sometime in the 1980s, which were 
the former locations of John Quan’s Drug store, and Paul Dofoo’s Home Confectionary.  By 
1988, Hing Wah had moved out of the 310 location, and now only occupies 312.
Photo credit:  Paul DoFoo



3rd Avenue Southeast

Thunderbird Travel Ltd. at 111 3rd Avenue SE, 1972.

One of the locations that Roddy Mah operated his Thunderbird Travel agency was at 111 3rd 
Avenue SE, next to his Jade Palace Restaurant.
Photo Credit:  The City of Calgary, Corporate Records, Archives.  Joseph Lewko fonds.

Jade Palace Restaurant, 103 3rd Avenue SE, circa early 1980s.

Constructed in 1900, this building housed the Golden Dragon, financed by Eddie Mah 
before it became the Jade Palace, which was owned by his son, Roddy Mah.  The Jade 
palace offered French-style restaurant service, and catered to mostly a corporate clientele.  
It was among the first legally licensed establishments to serve liquor in Chinatown.
Photo Credit:  Michael Sidorenko

Silver Dragon Restaurant, 106 3rd Avenue SE, 1986.

The Silver Dragon Restaurant, owned by Jack Wong, has operated in Calgary since 1966 
and originally conducted business in the Canton Block.  It moved to its current location at 
106 3rd Avenue SE sometime in the mid-1970s.  
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo



North side of 3rd Avenue SE.  Includes Dr. Chow’s Building, Silver Dragon 
Restaurant, Chinese National League, Shon Yee Building and Chinatown Shopping 
Mall, 1984.  The Capital Centre has since replaced the Chow House in 1989.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

3rd Avenue Southeast

Dr. Chow’s House, Centre Street and 3rd Avenue SE, 1988. 

One of the original houses in Chinatown, Dr. Raymond Chow was the last owner of this house 
where he operated his Family practice before it was torn down and replaced by the Capital  
Centre Building in 1989.  During the 1930s, it was owned by C.H. Poon, and housed his  
Nanking Restaurant.  It was then later purchased by Harry Lee, where he operated the Harry 
Lee Travel office, (which eventually became Thunderbird Travel) during the 1950s and 60s. 
Photo Credit:  Norma Quan

Capital Centre, 100 3rd Avenue SE, 1997.

The Captial Centre was constructed in 1989, and provides space for various businesses.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo



Golden Inn Restaurant and Old Ho Lem Block, 107 – 111 2nd Avenue SE, 1987.

Constructed in 1911, The Old Ho Lem Block was purchased by Ho Lem in 1917 to run his  
Calgary Knitting Mills company, which thrived until it had to close its doors during World War 
2.  A major supporter of the Chinese Nationalists, Ho Lem also sold to them the 109 portion of 
the block in 1919 to serve as headquarters.  In 1989, the 111 portion was converted into the  
Golden Happiness Plaza by then owner Cuong Chau, who operated the Golden Happiness  
Bakery housed within.  Located next to the Ho Lem Block at 107 is Golden Inn Restaurant, 
which has been in business since the early 1970s.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

2nd Avenue Southeast

2nd Avenue SE from 1st Street SE, includes the Buddhist Study (right, foreground), 
Flat Iron Block (left), Mah Society Building (left, background) 1984.

Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

Hong Kong Plaza, 128 2nd Avenue SE, 2010.

The nine-storey Hong Kong Plaza replaced the Flat Iron Building on February 14, 1991.  
Commercial businesses utilize the first two floors while residential condo units occupy the 
rest.  Situated next to the Bow River, it is thought to have good “feng shui”.
Photo Credit:  Steven Fung



2nd Avenue Southwest

Chinese Public School, Chinese United Church and the former Chinese Mission on
2nd Avenue SW, 1972.

The Chinese Public School was built in 1939, and operated until the early 1980s.  The Chinese 
United Church in the middle was built in 1954, while the former Chinese Mission next to it on 
the right was constructed in 1910.  In 1912, the first Chinese Branch of the YMCA in Canada 
was established at this Chinese Mission.  Initially non-denominational, it eventually became a 
congregation of the United Church of Canada.
Photo Credit:  The City of Calgary, Corporate Records, Archives.  Joseph Lewko fonds.

View east from 1st Street and 2nd Avenue SW, with Calgary  
Native Friendship Centre building at forefront, Bowside Manor behind,  
Chinese United Church and Oi Kwan Building, circa, 1980s.

Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo

Harmonious Centre, 116 2nd Avenue SW, circa 1980s.

The Harmonious Centre has housed a variety of tenants over the years from 
theaters and restaurants to a church on the top floor.
Photo Credit:  Paul DoFoo


